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RESUME BLASTING - MYTHS ABOUT RESUME BLASTING
Resume Blasting is a proven and trusted technique of old where you would send your resume to every possible headhunter and recruitment agency that
would deal with the job recruitments of the industry of your preference. Now earlier this would essentially involve getting a thick red book that would have
the names of such agencies and then hours of mailing and posting and this is at a time when e-mails hadn’t been invented yet. This painstaking process though
tedious would yield results. Resume blasting has survived till date with a little twist brought about in its mechanisms thanks to what we have all come to call
the internet. With the e-mail becoming a potent tool you just need to e-mail every headhunter in town or better yet just go to a web site like
resumeboomer.com and all your resume blasting requirements will be met.

Now one of the recurring problems with this idea is that there are myths and fads surrounding them which can often be termed as childish. The first amongst
them is blasting your resume puts your resume into an obscure part of cyberspace. This is probably one of the worst myths about blasting your resume.
Resume blasting, posting and distribution will not make your resume obscure but bring it into prominence. Resume blasting just doesn’t post your resume
but places it in the right category thus allowing employers to see your resume when they search. Another myth about blasting your resume is that it takes a
long time for solid calls from any employer. This is another one of those childish myths. If an employer needs to recruit, they will browse through these
websites for resumes, at which point they will come across your CV and call you the moment their requirements are met, such calls hardly take time since
there are hundreds of employers around. A common myth is that the resume blasting and resume posting websites are just cons and ask for money and do
not provide services. This is as childish as childish can get, most of the sites that offer you free resume blasting in fact are the ones that waste your time. If you
still don’t believe it, try resumeboomer.com. They provide you with strong services and blast your resume to 60+ websites and you are almost guaranteed of
results. Resume blasting might be something you are apprehensive of, but trust us; it only helps you, so try it out, blast your resume today. Results will surely
follow soon, all it takes is few clicks of that mouse and you are on your way!

 


